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This biography of Japanese army general and dictatorial prime minister Hideki Tojo (1884-1948)

covers his early, easy World War II victories (including Pearl Harbor); his subsequent crushing

defeats; and his trial and execution as a war criminal.
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It is a curious truth that while much is popularly known about Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin, and other

European "bad boy" potentates, little if anything is popularly known about the architect and

antagonist of the Japanese military state, Hideki Tojo. Yet he was Japan's premier for the greater

part of World War Two, the front man for the militarists who had seized real control of the

government in the mid 1930s. Unlike either Hitler or Mussolini, Tojo did not escape the judgment of

the victorious allies, for he was one of the relatively few Japanese tried for war crimes after the war,

and was hanged in disgrace and humiliation. This, then, is an absorbing story of the ultimate true

believer hung on the petard of his own fanaticism.Renowned historian Edwin P. Hoyt does an

admirable job detailing the rise and corruption of this enigmatic and often phlegmatic leader, a

modern day samurai who simply did not understand the tenor of his times, and who was

instrumental in ushering Japan into a disastrous and suicidal conflict with the United States, even

though a number of authorities with Japan such as Yamamoto warned an all-out war with the

Americans would not likely be successful. Hoyt draws from an impressive array of little known

documents from Japanese military archives, and from a number of recorded interviews with

Japanese-American guards who came to know Tojo quite well during his captivity and trial at the



infamous Sagumo Prison just outside Tokyo.
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